BLACkOUT TO BE SURPRISE TO CIVILIANS

Six short blasts will signal the beginning of blackout.

To make the blackout surprise, a signal will be given by the continuous knock, signals will be given by the following methods.

1. Long blast, one, second, short blast.
2. Short blast, one, second, long blast.
3. Long blast, short blast, one, second.
4. Short blast, one, second, short blast.
5. Short blast, one, second, long blast.

The signal will be given by the following means.

1. Red, blue, white, green lights.
2. Signs and other lights usually left on in establishments. These include Neon signs.
3. Signs in the windows of stores.
4. Signs on the sides of buildings.
5. Signs on the sides of cars.
6. Signs on the sides of trucks.
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4. Signs on the sides of buildings.
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CHEAT DEATH IN PANCAKE LANDING OF TRANSPORT AFTER BREAKING GEA

A Captured Fortress and Some Soviet Prisoners

LEGATE — Anna Cardinal Daughter of Philadelphia who formally opened 8th National Bartholomew Congress in St.

THE HOUSE OF HAZARDS

—by Mae Arthur

Battle Flag or Boy Scout Banner?

Dairies . . .

Farms . . .

Shasta Dam Welcomes Tourists

A picture released by the Nazi censor was said to show German troops building a Russian republic flag captured in a fight with enemy troops. The flag is captured in the picture the banner is a Russian Boy Scout flag.

Sacred CEREMONY—Picture smuggled out of Poland purports to show Nazi soldiers who have destroyed church sanctuary before Polish church at Chelm and are indicating sacred ceremony. Note grip on soldiers' faces. Pliers attempt to suppress all news from Poland. This is one of pictures said to have been bought at high price from Gestapo agent.

THE HOUSE OF HAZARDS

—by Mae Arthur

Hangman At Work is a Work of the Governor-General's Command. The production was commanded by General MacArthur of the First U.S. Army.

The actual description, which is a work in progress, is that the picture shows the picture that the banner is a Russian Boy Scout flag.

SACRED CEREMONY — Picture smuggled out of Poland purports to show Nazi soldiers who have destroyed church sanctuary before Polish church at Chelm and are indicating sacred ceremony. Note grip on soldiers’ faces. Pliers attempt to suppress all news from Poland. This is one of pictures said to have been bought at high price from Gestapo agent.
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**LAWs AFFECTING ISLAND OF HAWAII OR HAVING SPECIAL INTEREST TO ITS RESIDENTS**

**EDITOR'S NOTE:** It will be some months before all of the bills enacted by the 1941 session of the legislature will be in print and be available for the public, but we will publish in these columns every day those which have been released by the SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT.

**ACT 235**

(S.B. No. 235)

**TO AUTHORIZE THE HAWAII MAINICHI TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE FOR THE MAILING OF THE PAPER**

(THROUGH THE COURTESY OF SENATOR SADAGH, THE HAWAII MAINICHI IS AUTHORIZED TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE FOR THE MAILING OF THE PAPER TO THE COUNTY OF HAWAII AND THE TERRITORY OF HAWAII.)

**ACT 250**

(S.B. No. 250)

**TO PROVIDE FOR THE SUBSCRIPTION BY THE HAWAII MAINICHI TO THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE FOR THE MAILING OF THE PAPER**

**DINNER-DRAWS**

Mrs. Sixto Galea’i, Sales Manager, of Kodak’s Mainicchi General in New York, and Dr. Aleck Gray, General Manager, of Kodak General, of Kodak’s Mainicchi General, of Kodak’s Mainicchi General, in New York.

**AS THE CROW FLIES**

**It’s Called Far Off Direct Route**

DALLAS, Tex. (UP) — There’s nothing direct about the way the crow flies, Roy L. Mitchell, operations manager in charge of flying for American Airlines, Iberico.

“In fact,” he says, “if a transport pilot were to navigate the crow’s flight, he would draw a sharp reprimand from the operations office.”

In debunking the simile of the mythical straight flight of the crow, Mitchell declares there are several birds more directly in their flight.

The American operations chief who has some doubts as to the simile “as swift as a bird.” “You can’t use the bird’s flight as a measure by which speed of flight may be judged.”

Mottled black bird and its speeds, Mitchell said, are the purple martin and the blue jay at 20 miles an hour; the sparrow, 25; ten miles an hour; the hawfinch, 45; the hummingbird, 55; wild turkey, 55 miles; the crow, 60; the swallow, 100 miles, and the golden eagle, 115.

“However,” Mitchell said, “you have to go back to nature for the fastest flight ever recorded, although an insect instead of a bird did the trick. The fastest flying insect known is 18 miles an hour, attained by the male deer fly, a small insect whose mottled wings are still to be matched in efficiency by the propeller.”

On the ground the cattlemen, times at 20 miles an hour, is supreme among living creatures, the operations head said.

“Man’s fastest speed is 21.7 miles an hour, achieved by Jesse Owens at 100 meters.”

**HILo THEATRE**

**The Man Who Lost Himself,** an ingenious story of double identity, starring Ronald Reagan and Kay Francis, premieres the first at the Hilo theatre today.

Alana plays two roles and handles them both with remarkable skill. She is seen as Bonnie, a motor traffic controller, and Kay as the pony-tailed editor.

The comedy situation arises when Alana, the young, last-minute substitute after a night’s carousing to find himself billed on the same old stage, finds out in the time-honored way that he is twin sisters.

In supporting roles are Ray Danton, Ted de Corsia, James Craig, Eduardo Stephenson, Nils Asther, S. Z. Sakall, Dorothy Tree and Mary Sansom.

**PALACE THEATRE**

Eleven years in the life of a working actress, leading one to bemoan, says her first job and her recent through a series of colorful adventures to her screen is in support of the hero, a background of “Kitty Foyle,” protagonistic, is acted by Christopher Morley, now starring in the production; Kay Francis, Provide the fun at the Hilo theater today.

Stephan Hayns, con-"Virginia," a fascinating story of romantic romance in a nostalgic setting, is the leading femi-

**LITTLE MARY MIX-UP**

**As the Crow Flies’ Loses Prestige: It’s Called Far Off Direct Route**

**DALLAS, Tex. (UP) — There’s nothing direct about the way the crow flies, Roy L. Mitchell, operations manager in charge of flying for American Airlines, Iberico.**

"In fact," he says, "if a transport pilot were to navigate the crow’s flight, he would draw a sharp reprimand from the operations office."

In debunking the simile of the mythical straight flight of the crow, Mitchell declares there are several birds more directly in their flight.

The American operations chief who has some doubts as to the simile "as swift as a bird." "You can’t use the bird’s flight as a measure by which speed of flight may be judged."

Mitchell said that the fastest bird and the only one that can compare with an airplane is the duck hawk which has been timed at 180 miles an hour, slightly under the cruising speed of a passenger plane.

Other birds and their speeds, Mitchell said, are the purple martin and the blue jay at 20 miles an hour; the sparrow, 25; ten miles an hour; the hawfinch, 45; the hummingbird, 55; wild turkey, 55 miles; the crow, 60; the swallow, 100 miles, and the golden eagle, 115.

"However," Mitchell said, "you have to go back to nature for the fastest flight ever recorded, although an insect instead of a bird did the trick. The fastest flying insect known is 18 miles an hour, attained by the male deer fly, a small insect whose mottled wings are still to be matched in efficiency by the propeller."

On the ground the cattlemen, times at 20 miles an hour, is supreme among living creatures, the operations head said. "Man’s fastest speed is 21.7 miles an hour, achieved by Jesse Owens at 100 meters."

**HISTORIAN URGES LETTERS OF TRAINEES BE SAVED**

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (UP) — Save those letters from the boys at camp. That’s the advice of David L. Darden, of the Alabama department of archives and history, who said they may have great historical value 100 years from now.

Among the most interesting papers in one files today, and the ones that tell the true story of the Civil War, are the letters from president in the second army, he said.

"These letters, purely personal when written, were turned over to the state and now reflect the conditions that really existed them."

He urged that families of trainees save their letters, with the provision that they be given to historical agencies.

**AIR TRAVELERS**—Los Angeles and Wendell Bentley arrive in New York after traveling along by air from Rome. Their dad, Major William C. Bentley, all attaches, is one of U. S. represen-

**IMPRESSIONS**

**Tailspin Tommy**

**By HAL FORREST**

"It was a mistake to send them to Mazatlan on such an important assignment. They must immediately be recalled."

**BY JIM HARDY**

**BY DICK MOORES**

"I felt awfully mad. I thought you were going to all hell and you acted just like a hellion."

**By HANS BRINCKERHOFF**

Marble Champ

**Hilo Theatre**


Alana plays two roles and handles them both with remarkable skill. She is seen as Bonnie, a motor traffic controller, and Kay as the pony-tailed editor.

The comedy situation arises when Alana, the young, last-minute substitute after a night’s carousing to find himself billed on the same old stage, finds out in the time-honored way that he is twin sisters.

In supporting roles are Ray Danton, Ted de Corsia, James Craig, Eduardo Stephenson, Nils Asther, S. Z. Sakall, Dorothy Tree and Mary Sansom.

"Virginia," a fascinating story of romantic romance in a nostalgic setting, is the leading femi-

**Valerie," a fascinating story of romantic romance in a nostalgic setting, is the leading femi-

**PALACE THEATRE**

Eleven years in the life of a working actress, leading one to bemoan, says her first job and her recent through a series of colorful adventures to her screen is in support of the hero, a background of “Kitty Foyle,” protagonistic, is acted by Christopher Morley, now starring in the production; Kay Francis, Provide the fun at the Hilo theater today.

Stephan Hayns, con-"Virginia," a fascinating story of romantic romance in a nostalgic setting, is the leading femi-

**AT THE ROYAL**

"Night Train," drama of intrigue and mystery, co-starring John Wayne and John de Graffenreid, is presented by the Royal Theatre.

Beginning in a day’s engagement tomorrow is "The Kid from the B. O.," starring Robert Taylor with George Raft and "Kitty Foyle." insider. Now attractions tomorrow only is "Master G. Morgan," featuring the Dead End Kids.

**Hilo Theatre**


Alana plays two roles and handles them both with remarkable skill. She is seen as Bonnie, a motor traffic controller, and Kay as the pony-tailed editor.

The comedy situation arises when Alana, the young, last-minute substitute after a night’s carousing to find herself billed on the same old stage, finds out in the time-honored way that he is twin sisters.

In supporting roles are Ray Danton, Ted de Corsia, James Craig, Eduardo Stephenson, Nils Asther, S. Z. Sakall, Dorothy Tree and Mary Sansom.

"Virginia," a fascinating story of romantic romance in a nostalgic setting, is the leading femi-
Donald Brown Hurls 3-Hit One Run Game

Dairymen Play Eagles for Farm Title Tomorrow

Taking a close 3-1 victory from Tony Nakagaki's Pirates at Hilo Park yesterday afternoon, Neil Keicher's Dairymen outdistanced the Tigers, thus bringing in the homestretch of the Farm League season.

The winners were led by Don Brown, the 17-year-old pitcher who hurls a very fast ball and has a high curve for a catch. The 17-year-old hurler shut out the Tigers, striking out five batters, while giving out three hits and two walks.

The Tigers were led by Tony Nakakaki, who led them in both the infield and on the mound. The erstwhile high school pitcher stymied the Dairymen with six hits, two walks and four strikeouts.

The game was played before a fine crowd of 2,000 spectators who packed Hilo Park.
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BUCKLING FOR 3 HITTEN LEAGUE WINS!

In a classic struggle, the Dairymen came out on top with a score of 3-1, leading the Tigers in both the infield and on the mound.

The game was played before a fine crowd of 2,000 spectators who packed Hilo Park.

The Dairymen were led by Don Brown, the 17-year-old pitcher who hurls a very fast ball and has a high curve for a catch. The 17-year-old hurler shut out the Tigers, striking out five batters, while giving out three hits and two walks.

The Tigers were led by Tony Nakakaki, who led them in both the infield and on the mound. The erstwhile high school pitcher stymied the Dairymen with six hits, two walks and four strikeouts.

The game was played before a fine crowd of 2,000 spectators who packed Hilo Park.

The Dairymen were led by Don Brown, the 17-year-old pitcher who hurls a very fast ball and has a high curve for a catch. The 17-year-old hurler shut out the Tigers, striking out five batters, while giving out three hits and two walks.

The Tigers were led by Tony Nakakaki, who led them in both the infield and on the mound. The erstwhile high school pitcher stymied the Dairymen with six hits, two walks and four strikeouts.

The game was played before a fine crowd of 2,000 spectators who packed Hilo Park.

The Dairymen were led by Don Brown, the 17-year-old pitcher who hurls a very fast ball and has a high curve for a catch. The 17-year-old hurler shut out the Tigers, striking out five batters, while giving out three hits and two walks.

The Tigers were led by Tony Nakakaki, who led them in both the infield and on the mound. The erstwhile high school pitcher stymied the Dairymen with six hits, two walks and four strikeouts.

The game was played before a fine crowd of 2,000 spectators who packed Hilo Park.
九月に敢行可能性

米ソの動き

大爆撃行

英本土上陸作戦

カナダの両洋警備

カナダ軍事協定
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